Parent's Guide to Middle School Standard Based Grading in Parent Bridge

Classes
- Click on the Academic Grade or Learning Behavior to open the Grade window
- Click on the links to Pacing Guides and Year at a Glance to open the document

Grade book window:

Proficiency Level (Academic Grade)
- Current Proficiency Level for class
- Standards
- Grade Level Expectations (GLE)
- Proficiency Level for the GLE

Assignments
Assignments table displays information for Academic Assignments
- Assessment Type: Summative – calculate into Current and GLE Proficiency Levels Formative – do not calculate
- Proficiency Level - student’s level of proficiency on this assignment

Learning Behaviors
Learning Behavior assignments are not included in the student’s overall proficiency level
- Current Learning Behavior Level
- Score Earned on the learning behavior activity

For additional information – select help on the left hand side while logged into Parent Bridge.